**Student Council Heirs Proposed Constitution**

The Student Affairs Council heard the first draft of the proposed new constitution last Thursday at the regular SAC meeting, though, not yet in a finished form, is a very short document.

The committee in charge of the constitution, stated that the committee hoped to finish work on the constitution itself soon, and that by April 15th would be drawn up to do the actual job of governing the campus. When the new constitution is presented, it will define the constitution itself, and according to student Council members, "is a mass of ambiguity."

The meeting included a resolution to amend the purposes of the student body fees, in the face of the fact that the additional funds is adjusted and concentrated on the following services: Student Council, Hillcrest, and others. The RAC passed a resolution to this effect.

A motion was passed that the student body fees, which is being saved for the surplus funds and not enough when they are needed, be used to pay the students' dues. The student body fees will be paid, and are to be paid in the fall.

Othert Elects Frosh Prexy

The new Frosh class meets at the SA meeting on Thursday night. The Frosh class is meeting the Frosh, to be the Frosh. How can the Frosh class raise consciousness at Poly Royal? What about the problem of attendance?
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Dear John,

More Ed. Note:

This is an easy way to write an editorial, so here we go again.

First of all, congratulations to the SAC for some good work last Tuesday night. We are glad to see that you are giving the Rodeo team recognition. It's time that something was done about the student body finances all year. We are supposedly operating, is really ridiculous. We haven't had a case of "hay-fever."

The other pat on the back goes to John Jones, student manager. Johnny has done a fine job in handling the student body finances all year. He has worked long and hard, and we are supposedly operating. It's time that something was done about the student body finances all year. We are supposed to be operating, is really ridiculous. We haven't had a case of "hay-fever."

The other pat on the back goes to John Jones, student manager. Johnny has done a fine job in handling the student body finances all year. He has worked long and hard, and has managed to keep even the publications account straight.

We would like to commend two people this week. Black Walls (and his constitution committee) are doing a great job in preparing the new constitution. The one, under which we are operating, is really ridiculous. We haven't had a case of "hay-fever."

The other pat on the back goes to John Jones, student manager. Johnny has done a fine job in handling the student body finances all year. He has worked long and hard, and has managed to keep even the publications account straight.

More congratulations. This time to San Diego State College, who just made a wonderful queen. Thanks to Katie for the co-operation she gave to the publicity committee of Poly Royal.

"Playing the Posts" received quite a little comment. So far we have heard of no good system for avoiding the evils of cheating. We have heard of a new method of grading while we have been operating, is really ridiculous. We haven't had a case of "hay-fever."

The other pat on the back goes to John Jones, student manager. Johnny has done a fine job in handling the student body finances all year. He has worked long and hard, and has managed to keep even the publications account straight.

The long time athletic policy discussion seems to be getting places, but we'd still like to hear from students on the matter. "Dear John" is the place to send your ideas.

A. M. "Bert" Fellows

Printing Instructor

Robert K. Kennedy

Faculty Advisor

Letters from the Editor:

Dear Bob Mills,

We received your letter last week, but ran out of space. Sorry. Did the story on page six answer your questions?

Regards,

Dear Staff,

are you getting better all of the time, but we'd like to meet all reporters next Wednesday night at 6 p.m. in room 16.

Adm."

The Y. D. is still in the news at Colorado University. Certain instructors there tried to have the charter of the Boulder campus revoked. So far, no success. Perhaps we'll have some more news of that organization next week.

It seems that the co-ed versus the anti-co-ed groups have been surprisingly amicable in keeping the former group busy. As for the latter poll of opinion, "Fellows, did you meet Katie?"

Dear John,

Turn About Is Still Fair Play

About the only thing to do with "Tales From the Fourth" is to publish it in the San Francisco Chronicle says.

Theater Owner Irving Ackerman presented the Shirley Temple to the audience. He had her high school orchestra. He had her high school orchestra. He had her high school orchestra.

Dear John:

"Blackout" at Cal Poly is in on a new "secret" system that is quite a lot of good advertising for Poly Royal.

Perhaps some day our Poly Royal might consider trying on an intercollege level, and called the Fairmont Intercolligate Rodeo. Rodeo was next to a large number of Poly's students, and that's probably the best we can do to wish the Poly fans all the luck in the world and offer such help as we can afford to give them.
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Poly Musicians Plan Tour Through San Joaquin Valley

By Otto Reel

All of the music department's present efforts are directed toward producing a successful spring tour, according to Harold F. Davidson, department head and music director. The trip will take the touring music units through the San Joaquin Valley to past est.

Tour will include stops at Tracy, Patterson, Newman, Gustine, Los Banos, Los Palos, Merced, Livingston, Ceres, Modesto, Turlock, Emanual, Geld, Ripon, Manteca, Edison, Los Gatos, and Lincoln. There may be some changes before the itinerary is definitely established.

Wait-time travel restrictions failed the musical organizations spring tours since 1942, and this year's tour will be a result of the practice which has brought Cal Poly much favorable publicidad.

Both the glee club and the College will make the tour with scheduled appearances at high schools for special assemblies. By playing for school dances is the method the musical organizations finance most of the expenses of their tour.

As is customary with the musical organizations will present a "Farewell Concert" following their return from the tour. At Gage, president of the glee club, said that the concert this year is expected to be one of the most successful they have ever presented.

When the glee club try-outs were held in February, 66 members signed up, but competitive singing cut the number of the glee club to 60, and of these only 52 will make the tour. The members who will make the tour will rehearse frequently, he said.

"We hope to show the rest of the state, eventually, with this and future tours, that Cal Poly has a great school. That is the main purpose of the tour," stated Davidson.

Rifle Club Meets Next Monday to Enroll in N.R.A.

At next Monday's meeting of the Cal Poly Rifle Club, the secretary will be in charge of the annual membership drive for membership in the National Rifle Association. The meeting will be held at 7 p.m., in room 124, Adm. building. An immediate shooting program is being planned.

All students and faculty members who are interested in small arms marksmanship are invited to meet at the gun meeting which will be held at 7 p.m., room 124, Adm. building.

It should be remembered that membership in the National Rifle Association is a membership in the society, and the price of membership includes a subscription to the organization magazine, American Rifleman.

Poultry Class Sees Santa Maria Farm

The Rosemary Farm, located in Santa Maria, was host to approximately 20 members of the poultry breeding class in a field trip to the farm. The farm maintains its own feed mill equipped with one of the largest commercial feed mill on the West Coast. The farm maintains its own feed mill equipped with one of the largest commercial feed mill on the West Coast. The farm maintains its own feed mill equipped with one of the largest commercial feed mill on the West Coast.

The farm has its own, inclosure facilities, killing rooms, and high-quality handling plant, the latter having a combination condition, 120-ton feed grader and 10-ton grain processor.

The film was in technicolor and in educational film on 2,4-D and DDT. The officers of the rifle club were in attendance and several shots were taken of the various points of interest. The film was allowed to be shown after the film had been shown.

Sawyer Loans Jersey Bull to Poly Herd

An outstanding registered yearling from the James Cattle Company was shipped to Poly a few weeks ago by J. H. Sawyer, of Cali, Calif. The animal was sized by a bull that sold Mercurochrome at a public auction last fall. His mother sold for $11,000 at public auction.

Three of the yearling bull's great-grandparents were officially rated as excellent, which is the highest rating given a bull in the California Cattle Club. Mr. Sawyer has, in addition to owning three herd bulls at Poly, made a considerable number of splendid donations to the college.

Dobbs Hats

Dobbs Hats

The new constitution was approved by the club's constitution committee, announced that It will be held Friday evening, March 28.-still members of the club have been invited to make a specific job theme. "Merry Hop" has been tentatively selected as the theme for the dance.

It was decided that the club's winter barbeque be held Sunday evening, February 28. A "key" ticket for the O. R. Department was explained by Harold Nations and his committee was requested to make up a design.

In line with a recently inaugurated custom, three club members gave brief talks. The topic for Gil Brown's talk was "1947 All-American Flowers." He was followed by Chuck Burroughs, who described "1947 Vegetables Selections." Jim Coleman discussed the "Basics of Selection of All-American.

Because of the resignation of Calt Taffers, President Jim Coleman appointed Paul Trltenbach as chairman of the Sports Club.

Crops Club See Paint Company Movie

A recent meeting of the Crop Club, members saw the national film on RA-D and DTF. The film was shown at the club's last meeting, and the DVD is expected to be released in the near future. The film was shown at the club's last meeting, and the DVD is expected to be released in the near future.
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Poly Mermen To Meet San Jose State Team

The California Polytechnic College varsity swimmers will return to collegiate competition for the first time since 1941, when they face the San Jose State team in a dual meet in the Maxatorium, February 21 at 4 p.m.

To date, only time trials have been held for the pool records which would indicate that a fast team at least is expected to meet the forecast for a successful team meet at this stage of the season.

The Spartan hall is scheduled as being the host for the-sanctioning meet. The team had its first practice for the past six weeks and is looking forward to the meet.

Opposing the Mustangs will be the third place team this year, the San Jose State team. The Mustangs have had considerable practice and the public as well as the San Jose State are cordially invited to attend.

The following games are scheduled for the evening and urged the men to keep the importance of physical conditioning and regular practice.

Sufficient and capable leaders have been promised in the pool records. The Poly swimmers are looking forward to the meet with the Mustangs because they have had considerable experience and should be able to hold their own well.

Candidates have been asked to come out to the morning practices for the practice sessions. The Poly swimmers are looking forward to the meet with the Mustangs because they have had considerable experience and should be able to hold their own well. The Poly swimmers are looking forward to the meet with the Mustangs because they have had considerable experience and should be able to hold their own well.
Mustang Pugilists Host To Gauchos in Return Go
By Joe Griffin

Two Cal Poly boxing teams are rounding into shape for the return engagement with Santa Barbara College, Feb. 27. In the last meeting between the two squads, the Gauchos triumphed by winning four bouts out of seven and gaining a decision in another.

Boxers who tentatively represent Poly as follows:

Heavyweight Bill Quinn from Hoopa, California. Quinn has had a lot of experience both in high school and in the navy, and he will show fight. He has real boxing talent when he meets the Gauchos heavyweight. Gene Pimentel of San Luis Obispo, fighting in the light-heavyweight division, has boxed as Poly prior to the war and also at University of Redlands. Pimentel has had only one fight this year, winning a close decision over Ross in the last Pun Nite.

Howard Ross, of Cleveland, will be fighting as a middleweight. In his bout with Wally Cole of Santa Barbara, Ross won a decision. He also has had experience in the ring. Dave Risling has dropped down to the featherweight class. Risling, who is a student instructor, has been one of the leading forces in rounding the team into shape and stirring up enthusiasm for the sport. Dave is probably the most promising man on the team.

Bill Guglielmelli will fight in the junior lightweight division. Barr has yet to win a bout, but he has a held to a disputed draw by Bill Guglielmelli of the Gauchos, and will be out to prove to Gressett of Santa Barbara, probably the most experienced man in the Gauchos' best in Bobby Garcia.

VILLARD MOORE — Out action since the Santa Barbara Gauchos came in January, Moore, one of Poly's better ball players, is still hopeful of seeing action this week. His return to the squad may mean the difference in a victory next week against Fresno.

The same applies to athletics, only the reward is a letter insignia is a sign of recognition in the field of athletics just as a good grade is in your subject matter. If you receive an "A" in physics you are more likely to have a letter in the sport. The same applies to athletics, only the reward is a letter not a grade.

A person who attempts to gain recognition in anything just to swell his ego is only fooling himself and belongs back in school. The same reasoning could apply to all you fellows and in all sports.

In the spring any of you fellows who tour the links or play football and who would like to take a crack at one of these teams, come out for them. You don't have to be exceptional, but it is to prove to the skeptics, baseball, basketball, wrestling, etc. The school has the coaches who know their business; they can impart their knowledge, their innovation, their experience. After a little training you will probably surprise yourself.

One of Poly's unsung athletes is Dave Risling, student instructor and pugilist. Dave has had a lot of experience both in high school and in the navy. He was undefeated in over 20 fights, finally winning a record that is unique and would be hard to match here at Poly or anywhere else. Dave is 23 years old, weighs 160 pounds, and comes from Hoopa, California.

In 1942, Dave was president of the Future Farmers here at Poly and in 1944 he was president of the Cal Poly club. At the present time Dave is active in the Block F band, glee club, quartet, baseball, B. A. C. and to top it all off, he is one of Poly's experts on the fine art of pugilism. Risling received his boxing training from his brother, Billy Risling, who fought several matches in the minor field.

Polo Riding is a sport that has developed into something necessary for your future field of life. Think it over.
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Cal. Publishers Aid New Poly Course In Printing

The future success of Cal Poly's new curriculum in "country printing" is assured if cooperation of one of the strongest organizations in California is any criteria, it was revealed here today by Bert Fellows, head of the new printing department.

Through its membership at Cal Poly, graduates of the local journalism clubs in the county are able to take advantage of the new printing course offered this fall. The course is open to students in the College of Agriculture and Home Economics, as well as to students in the College of Business Administration.

Fellows reported that the new course will be offered in the basement of the administration building during the College of Agriculture and Home Economics' building. The entire floor of that wing will soon be known as the "publication wing" with the print shop, publication and editorial offices occupying the entire floor.

With the backing of the California Newspaper Publishers Association, the new printing department can expect to get quick action on orders for new equipment, Fellows reported.

John Long, general manager of the CNPA, and John Knoeppel, editor-publisher of the Palos Verdes News, were on the campus during the College of Agriculture and Home Economics' building and were highly pleased with the improvement in the print shop.

A.C. Lab Finishing
New Freeze Unit
By Robert K. King

A new sharp freezing unit will soon be in operation in the new conditioning lab. This unit was originally a test box of a different type.

The box is 9x9x12 with one foot of insulation. The purpose of the unit is to facilitate studies with different problems which will be encountered when placing the compressor and condenser above the evaporator. The unit is designed so as to reach 0 degrees; thus offering the test reactions of various foods under low freezing temperatures. The remodeling of this box was done with salvaged pieces of material from around the campus. For instance, the baskets for holding the food, (18 in number) were taken from a discarded packing box. The condenser on this box was done with salvaged pieces of material from around the campus. For instance, the baskets for holding the food, (18 in number) were taken from a discarded packing box.

In addition to this freezing unit, the ammonia system is getting a new brake tank that is in the completion stage. This new tank will replace a temporary one that was installed ten years ago.

The Thifty Fellow CALLS A YELLOW

STEVE'S TAXI
Ph. 100 or 10-J

New Procedure To Change Curricula

Effective immediately, any veteran enrolled in a college under Public Law 364 must obtain clearance from his Veterans Administration Training Officer. (D. D., Day, on this campus) before he can legally change from one major to another. The California Polytechnic School cannot be responsible for any Public Law 364 veteran's failure to abide by this procedure.

Study Group Draws Parents-to-Be

Over thirty expectant parents—maternal and paternal—attended the first parents' study group of the new series which opened last night in the Junior High School library.

Dr. E. C. Sherman, Jr., led the session, in an informative and interesting discussion of the anatomy and physiology of pregnancy. The new lantern slides taken from scientifically accurate models were a very excellent addition to the lecture.

The topic for next Wednesday evening, February 26, will be the importance of nutrition during pregnancy. Miss Eleanor Wood, director of public health nursing at the County Health Department, will be in charge and will explain the reasons for most of the "do's" and "don'ts" of pregnancy.

These study groups are open to all expectant parents and any other interested persons free of charge. They will be held every Wednesday evening at 7:30 p.m. for the next eleven weeks in the Junior High School library.

"I'll see you," said the Poly student, as he laid down four aces. It is game of strip poker.

Mission Florists

FLOWERS . . .
. • .•  . . PHOTOS

Anderson Hotel Bldg.,
160 Monterey St.
348 veteran's failure to abide by this procedure.

Clearance by the Veterans Administration will be given to the Poly Law 364 student in the form of a memorandum from the Veterans Administration Training Officer. The student should show this clearance memorandum to his department head at registration time.

REWARD FOR RETURN
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